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Objectives of the Work Package (#2)
• Analyse how future climate policies and measures 

could affect the competitiveness of, and carbon 
leakage from, Austria’s key energy-intensive industries

• How might C&L impacts could be affected by sectoral
agreements, approaches and measures (SAAMs) 
– in a multi-country framework?

• How could the options help or hinder international 
negotiations and commitments
– notably the possibility of further accession to the EU
– Particularly Russia, Turkey, Ukraine (‘near neighbours’) 

• Which of the options considered might Austria favour?



Presentation Contents

1. Sector description and drivers

2. Options for sectoral agreements (SAAMs) in a 
multi-country framework

3. Conclusions and Next Steps



Part 1: Sector description and drivers

1. Key indicators
2. Trade
3. Analysis

• Paper and Pulp
• Cement
• Iron & Steel



Data and information availability
• Original intention was plant-level analysis

– CO2 figures available from EU ETS log
– Not possible at the financial level

• Many companies privately-owned
• International owners tend to be large

• Analysis therefore at sector level
– Averages across plants

• Data has been used over the period 2000-09
– Industries are cyclical, profit made across cycles



AT Paper & Pulp: carbon costs appear 
relatively low



AT Paper & Pulp: big decline in fixed 
asset investment 



AT Paper & Pulp: trade mostly within 
European neighbours
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AT Paper & Pulp: low cost suppliers 
taking market share of some products



AT Cement: carbon costs have been 
relatively small but positive
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AT Cement: investment has increased 
in environmental protection measures



AT Cement: trade dominated by 
neighbours [imports cement + clinker]



AT Cement: analysis shows no 
change in net imports/exports



AT Iron & Steel: carbon costs 
negative to date
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AT Iron & Steel: investment cyclical 
and focused on core needs
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AT Iron & Steel: trade dominated by 
intra EU imports and exports



AT Iron & Steel: analysis shows EU 
couldn’t compete in recent peak
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Part 2: Options for sectoral 
agreements (SAAMs) in a multi-
country framework



Technological Agreements
• Potential Forms

– Deploying better currently-available technologies
• Similarities to CDM; details very important

– RDD&D for new technologies and techniques
• Need to finance, set targets, collaborate

• Impacts on Competitiveness and Leakage
– Low, but could build cooperation and trust 



Standards and Labels
• Potential Forms

– Label (for information), “Made under the EU ETS”
• World need to influence (large) consumers

– Standards, e.g. carbon intensity limiting access
• Strong resistance legally and politically
• Easier to make WTO-compliant than BCAs?

• Impacts on Competitiveness and Leakage
– Potentially high, especially if mandatory standard



JI and Other Offsets into the EU ETS
• Potential Forms

– SCM and/or NAMAs under UNFCCC
• Much discussed, little progress (top-down)

– EU Bilateral Scheme (e.g. following Japan)
• Could be selective in countries, sectors  

• Impacts on Competitiveness and Leakage
– Low or even negative



Part 3: Conclusions and Next Steps



Conclusions
• See attached Table (4.1 from the report) 

summarising the 6 options considered
• Only standards and labels may have significant 

impacts on competitiveness and leakage
– Standards have implementation issues (as do all SAAMs)

• Bigger prize for Austria and for Europe may be that 
the possibility of accession to the EU
– could help countries contemplating membership of the EU 

to improve their emissions performance
• No momentum behind any of the SAAMs at present



Next steps
• Consult further around the 6 possible options

– Austrian Industry
– Austrian government
– European Commission

• Further work could further develop the key options, e.g.
– a “Made under the EU ETS” label, perhaps to be promoted 

by consumers of energy-intensive products within the EU
– joint international RDD&D aimed at new technologies 

and techniques, to develop the breakthrough technologies 
and/or carbon capture and storage (CCS) needed for energy-
intensive industries to take their place in a low carbon future



About Climate Strategies…

Climate Strategies is an international organisation that convenes networks of leading academic experts
around specific climate change policy challenges. From this it offers rigorous, independent research to
governments and the full range of stakeholders, in Europe and beyond. We provide a bridge between
research and international policy challenges. Our aim is to help government decision makers manage
the complexities both of assessing the options, and of securing stakeholder and public consensus
around them. Our reports and publications have a record of major impact with policy-makers and
business.

Secretariat – Climate Strategies c/o University of Cambridge, 
13-14 Trumpington Street Cambridge, CB2 1QA, UK
+44 (0) 1223 748812; www.climatestrategies.org 

Climate Strategies is grateful for funding from the government of Australia, Agence de
l'environnement et de la maîtrise de l'énergie (ADEME) in France, Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) in Germany, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) in Norway,
Swedish Energy Agency (SEA) Sweden, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA),
the Office of Climate Change (OCC), Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), Department
for International Development (DFID) in the UK, The Carbon Trust, Nordic COP15 Group, Corus,
Holcim, Center for International Public Policy Studies (CIPPS) in Japan, European Climate Foundation
(ECF) in The Netherlands, and the German Marshall Fund of the United States.
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